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Abstract
We recall general metalogical axioms for a reective logic based on the notion of a universal
theory, that is, a theory that can simulate the deductions of all other theories in a class of
theories of interest, including itself. We then show that conditional rewriting logic is reective,
generalizing in two stages: -rst to the unsorted conditional case, and then to the many-sorted
conditional case, the already known result for unconditional and unsorted rewriting logic (Re-
ection in Rewriting Logic: Metalogical Foundations and Metaprogramming Applications. CSLI
Publications, 2000). This work should be seen as providing foundations for many useful applica-
tions of rewriting logic reection. The results presented here have greatly inuenced the design
of the Maude language, which implements rewriting logic and supports its reective capabil-
ities, and have been used as a theoretical foundation for applications such as internal rewrite
strategies, reective design of theorem proving tools, module algebra and metaprogramming, and
metareasoning in metalogical frameworks. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Reection; Reective logics; Universal theory; Rewriting logic; Reective conditional rewriting
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1. Introduction
A formal system can be viewed from a logical viewpoint, or from a computational
one. Being reective makes a formal systems particularly exible and expressive from
both viewpoints. Logically, reection means that the formal system can encode im-
portant aspects of its own metalanguage, so that, for example, theories, proofs, or
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provability become expressible at the object level. Computationally, reection typically
means that programs can become data that can be manipulated by other programs
— usually called metaprograms — and, furthermore, that the computational engine
executing the programs can be modi-ed and extended in exible ways, including ways
that can take account of the runtime state of a computation.
In logic, reection has been vigorously pursued by many researchers since the fun-
damental work of GIodel and Tarski (see the surveys [50,51]). In computer science
it has been present from the beginning in the form of universal Turing machines.
Many researchers have recognized its great importance and usefulness in programming
languages [52,49,56,53,33,30,18], in theorem-proving [58,6,46,31,1,39,27,29], in con-
current and distributed computation [38,44,45], and in many other areas such as com-
pilation, programming environments, operating systems, fault-tolerance, and databases
(see [48,32,17] for recent snapshots of research in reection).
The very success and extension of reective ideas underscores the need for con-
ceptual foundations. This need is real enough, because what we have at present are
speci-c instances of reection, each explained in terms of the particular concepts avail-
able for it, such as lambda expressions, Horn clauses, Turing machines, objects and
metaobjects, and so on. What we do not yet have is a general theory of reection
capable of unifying and interrelating all the instances, and of providing us with general
criteria and concepts with which to judge the extent to which a particular system —
for example a metacircular interpreter — exhibits some given reective properties, or
falls short of being reective in certain respects. The present work tries to contribute to
the beginnings of a general theory of reection from a logical perspective, and studies
in detail rewriting logic reection. It generalizes our earlier work [14,15,7] on logical
reection and rewriting logic reection from the case of unsorted and unconditional
theories to many-sorted theories whose rules can be conditional.
1.1. Re3ection in general logics
Metalogical foundations of reection that make the particular logic of choice an
easily changeable parameter can be very useful, because we can then capture in a pre-
cise and formalism-independent way the essential features of reection that intuitively
appear to be shared by quite disparate languages and systems. Furthermore, using foun-
dations of this kind it becomes possible to adopt a systematically logical approach to
programming languages that connects intimately logic and computation.
In [14] we proposed metalogical axioms for reection based on the theory of general
logics [40], and explained how reection in a number of well-known formal systems
such as the lambda calculus, Turing machines and rewriting logic, as well as reective
phenomena in declarative programming languages can be uni-ed and understood in
the light of our axioms. This line of work was further advanced in the -rst author’s
doctoral thesis [7]. In Section 2, we summarize the key axiomatic ideas; they are
centered around the notion of a universal theory, that is, a theory U that can simulate
the deductions of all other theories in a class C of theories of interest. In particular,
if U is one of the theories in the class C, then U can simulate its own metalevel
at the object level, and this process can be iterated ad in4nitum, giving rise to a
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“reective tower”. This provides a general axiomatic framework for our investigation
of reection in many-sorted conditional rewriting logic, which is the main goal of
this work.
1.2. Re3ection in conditional rewriting logic
That rewriting logic is reective was -rst conjectured in [36], where reection was
illustrated in a limited fashion by a theory transformation assigning to each rewrite
theory T another rewrite theory T“ in which the proofs of T were rei-ed at the object
level. The existence of a universal theory for rewriting logic, in a sense that combines
our current notion of universal theory and the above-mentioned T“ construction, was
also conjectured. Of course, that rewriting logic is somehow reective was implic-
itly assumed in the work done on metainterpreters for equational and rewriting logic
languages (see, for example [54,35,55]).
This conjecture was restated in its current formulation in [14], within the broader
axiomatic framework proposed there. For the unconditional and unsorted case — that
is, for rewrite theories whose rewrite rules are not subject to a condition that must be
satis-ed before the rule can be applied, and such that the underlying equational logic
is unsorted — a universal theory and a proof sketch of its correctness were given in
[15]. A detailed and fully systematic treatment and proof of correctness of a universal
theory in the unsorted and unconditional case, together with a thorough discussion of
many applications of reection -rst appeared in the -rst author’s thesis [7].
This paper documents in detail two substantial extensions of rewriting logic reec-
tion, namely, a -rst extension to the conditional unsorted case, and a second to the
conditional many-sorted case. To simplify the presentation we -rst prove the desired
results for rewrite theories with empty set of equations. We then extend these results
to the more general case, that is, for many-sorted conditional rewrite theories with
equations.
In Section 3 we introduce the rules of deduction of rewriting logic. A universal theory
for the conditional unsorted case (with no equations) is presented in detail and proved
correct in Section 4. To make the universal theory and the proof simpler, we require
that the theories simulated by the universal theory do not contain extra variables in
the right-hand sides of rules. In spite of the above restrictions on the class of unsorted
rewrite theories considered, the proof of correctness contains the key ideas that are
then extended to the many-sorted case. This extension involves a triple generalization:
(1) from unsorted to many-sorted; (2) dropping the restriction of not having extra
variables in right-hand sides; and (3) allowing not only rules, but also equational
axioms in the rewrite theories. The generalization to (1) and (2) is achieved in Section
5, where we present and prove correct a universal theory for the class of conditional
and many-sorted rewrite theories whose set of equations is empty. The generaliza-
tion to the more general case (1)–(3) is then given in Section 6, where we prove
correct a universal theory for the class of many-sorted conditional rewrite theories
which can have both conditional rules and conditional equations as axioms. The only
restriction imposed on the class of many-sorted theories thus simulated is that their
underlying equational theories have nonempty sorts, that is, that, for each sort, the
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elements of that sort in the initial algebra form a nonempty set. This is a relatively
minor restriction that avoids the well-known complications with quanti-cation in many-
sorted equational deduction [28], which would also have to be added at the rewriting
logic level. In this way, a considerably simpler universal theory and proof become
possible.
1.3. Applications of rewriting logic re3ection
This work should be seen as providing foundations for many useful applications of
rewriting logic reection. In fact, advances on foundations and on reective applications
have gone hand in hand from the earliest studies, and they have greatly inuenced the
design of the Maude language [9]. There is by now a substantial body of work by a
number of authors on such applications, including the following:
• Maude re3ection. The systematic relationship between rewriting in an object theory
and the simulation of that rewriting at the metalevel in the universal theory can
be exploited to make reective computations much more eAcient. In Maude this is
accomplished by the prede-ned META-LEVEL module [9,10], that uses “descent func-
tions” [8] to provide the user with an eAcient implementation of key functionality
in the universal theory.
• Internal strategies. A very important advantage of reection is that strategies guid-
ing the rewriting process now become internal to the logic, that is, they can be
de-ned and executed by means of rewrite rules at the metalevel [15,16,7]. This
has been exploited in practice to de-ne strategies for games, theorem provers, and
programming languages in Maude [15,16,7]; a similar approach to the de-nition of
strategies by means of rewrite rules has also been proposed for the ELAN language
[3,4]. Furthermore, for rewrite theories specifying concurrent systems, strategies de-
-ned this way can be used to formally analyze their behavior by means of very
exible forms of model checking [19,20,21,57].
• Theorem proving tools. Theorem proving tools, besides needing strategies to guide
their deductions, often need to transform a given speci-cation into another one. For
example, a Knuth–Bendix completion tool attempts to transform a speci-cation into
an equivalent one having the Church–Rosser property; similarly, in the process of
proving an inductive theorem, a theorem prover may transform the given speci-ca-
tion by adding the induction hypothesis as an additional axiom. This means that the
inference systems for such tools need to manipulate theories as data, which can be
naturally expressed by means of rewrite rules at the metalevel. Their strategies then
belong to the meta-metalevel in the so-called reective tower. Maude can be used
as a formal meta-tool to build theorem proving tools by reection with considerable
ease and with competitive performance [11,12].
• Module algebra and metaprogramming. In traditional “parameterized programming”
approaches in the Clear=OBJ style, modules are parameterized and combined by
means of module expressions using primitives in an algebra of module composition
operations de-ned at the metalevel, typically by means of categorical constructions
on theories. In a reective logic such a module algebra can be de-ned inside the
logic as an extension of the universal theory. Furthermore, the module algebra now
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becomes extensible, with many other metaprogramming operations — for example,
new notions of parameterized module and new module transformations — easily
de-nable at the metalevel. Such a reective approach is indeed the basis of the Full
Maude module algebra [23,24,25], and of a subsequent extension of Full Maude
with polytipic programming capabilities [13].
• Metareasoning and metalogical frameworks. Since strategies, module operations,
and formal systems can be de-ned within rewriting logic by reection, it is possible
to reason about them and their properties. Typically, what is needed is to perform
inductive reasoning at the level of the universal theory or of one of its extensions. In
particular, since rewriting logic has good properties as a logical framework, in which
many logics can be faithfully represented [37], reection combined with inductive
reasoning allows it to be used as a metalogical framework, to prove metalogical
properties about other logics thus represented [2]. The same combination of reec-
tion and inductive techniques has also been used to prove properties of polytipic
functions, which hold true for parametric families of theories [13].
2. Reection in general logics
In [14,7] we proposed general metalogical axioms for reective logics and reec-
tive declarative languages, using concepts from the theory of general logics [40]. Our
axioms unify quite diRerent strands of research in reection, including reective func-
tional, equational, Horn logic, and rewriting logic programming languages, and work
on reective theorem provers based on diRerent logics.
We present below in summarized form the axiom characterizing the notion of a
re3ective logic. We introduce -rst the notions of syntax and of entailment system,
used in our axiomatization. These notions are de-ned using the language of category
theory, but do not require any acquaintance with categories beyond the basic notions
of category and functor.
Syntax. Syntax can typically be given by a signature  providing a grammar on
which to build sentences. For -rst-order logic, a typical signature consists of a set of
function symbols and a set of predicate symbols, each with a prescribed number of
arguments, which are used to build up the usual sentences. We assume that for each
logic there is a category Sign of possible signatures for it, and a functor sen assigning
to each signature  the set sen() of all its sentences. We call the pair (Sign; sen) a
syntax.
Entailment systems. For a given signature  in Sign, entailment (also called prov-
ability) of a sentence ’∈ sen() from a set of axioms ⊆ sen() is a relation  ’
which holds if and only if we can prove ’ from the axioms  using the rules of the
logic. We make this relation relative to a signature.
In what follows, |C| denotes the collection of objects of a category C.
Denition 1 (Meseguer [40]). An entailment system is a triple E=(Sign; sen;) such
that
• (Sign; sen) is a syntax,
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•  is a function associating to each ∈ |Sign| a binary relation ⊆P(sen()) ×
sen(), called -entailment, that satis-es the following properties:
(1) re3exivity: for any ’∈ sen(), {’}  ’,
(2) monotonicity: if   ’ and ′⊇ then ′  ’,
(3) transitivity: if   ’, for all ’∈	, and  ∪ 	  , then    ,
(4) -translation: if   ’, then for any H :→′ in Sign we have sen(H)()′
sen(H)(’).
Denition 2 (Meseguer [40]). Given an entailment system E, its category Th of the-
ories has as objects pairs T =(; ) with  a signature and ⊆ sen(). A theory
morphism H : (; )→ (′; ′) is a signature morphism H :→′ such that if ’∈,
then ′ ′ sen(H)(’).
Note that we can extend the functor sen to a functor on theories by taking sen(; )=
sen().
2.1. Re3ective logics
A reective logic is a logic in which important aspects of its metatheory can be
represented at the object level in a consistent way, so that the object-level representa-
tion correctly simulates the relevant metatheoretic aspects. Two obvious metatheoretic
notions that can be so reected are theories and the entailment relation . This leads
us to the notion of a universal theory. However, universality may not be absolute, but
only relative to a class C of representable theories.
Typically, for a theory to be representable at the object level, it must have a -nitary
description in some way — say, being recursively enumerable — so that it can be rep-
resented as a piece of language. In the terminology of Shoen-eld’s axiomatic approach
to computability [47], we should require that theories T in C are 4nite objects; that
is, in Shoen-eld’s own words, “object(s) which can be speci-ed by a -nite amount of
information”; whereas the class of theories C should be a space, that is, a class X of
-nite objects such that, given a -nite object x, we can decide whether or not x belongs
to X . Computer scientists typically call such -nite objects data structures, and such
spaces data types. Of course, in typical -nitary logics, if the signature of a theory T is
a -nite object, then the set sen(T ) of its sentences is also a space in the above sense;
that is, such sentences are -nite objects, and we can eRectively determine when they
are legal sentences in T . Given spaces X and Y , Shoen-eld’s notion of a recursive
function f :X →Y is then a (total) function that can be computed by an algorithm,
i.e., by a computer program, when we disregard space and time limitations.
Denition 3. Given an entailment system E and a set of theories C⊆ |Th|, a theory
U is C-universal if there is a function, called a representation function,
(  ) : ⋃
T∈C
{T} × sen(T )→ sen(U )
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such that for each T ∈C, ’∈ sen(T ),
T  ’ ⇔ U  T  ’:
If, in addition, U ∈C, then the entailment system E is called C-re3ective.
To take into account computability considerations, we should further require that the
representation function (  ) is recursive. 1 Finally, to rule out unfaithful representa-
tions, we should require that the function (  ) is injective.
Note that in a reective entailment system, since U itself is representable, represen-
tation can be iterated, so that we immediately have a “reective tower”
T  ’ ⇔ U  T  ’ ⇔ U  U  T  ’ : : :
3. Rewriting logic
In this section we introduce the rules of deduction of conditional rewriting logic. Our
formulation is slightly diRerent from, but equivalent to, that in [41], in that we give an
explicit rule of E-equality for rewrite sequents t→ t′, instead of absorbing such a rule
in sequents [t]→ [t′] between E-equivalence classes. We begin this section with some
preliminary notions and notation on terms, substitution, and contexts. Our notions are
essentially consistent with those presented in [22]. Rewriting logic is parameterized with
respect to the version of the underlying equational logic, which can be unsorted, many-
sorted, order-sorted, or the recently developed membership equational logic [43,5]. For
the sake of simplifying the exposition, we treat in this section the unsorted case.
Many-sorted rewriting logic is discussed in Section 5.
3.1. Preliminaries on -algebras, substitution, and contexts
A set  of function symbols is a ranked alphabet = {n | n∈N}. A -algebra is
then a set A together with an assignment of a function fA :An→A for each f∈n
with n∈N. We denote by T the -algebra of ground -terms, and by T(X ) the
-algebra of -terms with variables in a set X .
Given a signature  and a set of variables X with ∩X = ∅, for any term t ∈T(X ),
we de-ne the set Var(t)⊆X of variables of t and the top symbol Head(t) of t as
follows:
• if x∈X , then Var(x)= {x} and Head(x)= x.
• if c∈0, then Var(c)= ∅ and Head(c)= c.
• if f∈n, n¿0, then Var(f(t1; : : : ; tn))=
⋃n
i=1 Var(ti) andHead(f(t1; : : : ; tn))=f.
Let N ∗+ be the set of sequences of positive integers, with  the empty sequence in N
∗
+,
and with the concatenation operation on sequences represented by juxtaposition. We
1 Note that, under the eRectiveness assumptions mentioned above,
⋃
T∈C{T}× sen(T ) is a space, since
its elements must be pairs of -nite elements of the form (T; ’), where we can -rst decide if T is in the
space C, and then decide whether ’ is in the space sen(T ).
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call the members of N ∗+ positions, and denote them by u, v, w and so on. We de-ne
the pre-x ordering 6 in N ∗+ by u6v ⇔ ∃w v= uw.
Given a signature , a set of variables X with ∩X = ∅, and a term t ∈T(X ),
we de-ne its set of positions Pos(t)⊆N ∗+ and the subterm t|u of t at position u, for
u∈Pos(t), as follows:
• if t= x∈X , then Pos(x)= {} and x| = x.
• if t= c∈0, then Pos(c)= {} and c| = c.
• if t=f(t1; : : : ; tn), n¿0, then Pos(f(t1; : : : ; tn))= {}∪ {iu | 16i6n; u∈Pos(ti)},
f(t1; : : : ; tn)| =f(t1; : : : ; tn), and f(t1; : : : ; tn)|iu = ti|u.
We de-ne the set of nonvariable positions of a term t in T(X ) by FPos(t)= {p∈
Pos(t) | t|p =∈X }.
For t ∈T(X ), u∈Pos(t), and t′ ∈T(X ), we de-ne the replacement of t|u by t′ at
position u in t, denoted t[t′]u ∈T(X ) by
t[t′] = t′;
f(t1; : : : ; ti ; : : : ; tn)[t′]iu =f(t1; : : : ; ti[t′]u; : : : ; tn); 16 i 6 n:
Given a signature , a set of variables X with ∩X = ∅, and a new constant – =∈(∪X ),
a (; X; –)-context is a term C ∈T∪{–}(X ) such that there is exactly one u∈Pos(C)
with C|u = –. In this case, we de-ne hole(C)= u. We de-ne C–(X ) to be the set of
(; X; –)-contexts. Given a (; X; –)-context C, and a term t ∈T(X ), C[t]∈T(X ) is
the term that results from replacing the “hole” in C by t, i.e. C[t] =C[t]hole(C). Also,
for any context C such that hole(C)= v, and any u6v, we de-ne C↑u =C[–]u.
Finally, we de-ne the notion of substitution. Conceptually, a substitution is a function
from variables to terms. Later in this paper, when representing the application of a
rule to a subject term, we will have to handle substitutions as data. For technical
convenience, we choose to de-ne substitutions as a special case of lists of pairs formed
by variables and terms, that we call assignments. In addition, to handle the case when a
rule cannot be applied to a subject term, we introduce the notion of an error assignment.
Given a signature  and a set of variables X with ∩X = ∅, a (; X )-assignment is
either the error assignment ⊥ or any pair (x →w), such that x∈X and w∈T(X ). Let
A(;X ) be the set of lists of (; X )-assignments, with , the concatenation operation
on lists. We de-ne the set of bad-lists of assignments as the set of lists of assignments
that contain the error assignment ⊥.
Let S(;X )⊆A(;X ) be the set of substitutions de-ned by
S(;X ) = {(x1 → w1; : : : ; xn → wn) | ∀i; j 6 n; i = j ⇒ xi = xj}:
Given a substitution (=(x1 →w1; : : : ; xn →wn), we de-ne the set Dom(()= {x1; : : : ; xn}.
Given a term t and a substitution (=(x1 →w1; : : : ; xn →wn), we denote by t( the term
t(w1=x1; : : : ; wn=xn) obtained from t by simultaneously substituting wi for xi, i=1; : : : ; n.
To simplify notation, we denote a sequence of objects a1; : : : ; an by a˜; with this nota-
tion, t(w1=x1; : : : ; wn=xn) can be abbreviated to t(w˜=˜x).
Let t; t′ be a pair of terms. We write t¡t′ if t = t′ and there is a substitution ( such
that t(= t′. On the other hand, we write tt′, when t = t′ and there is no substitution
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( such that t(= t′. Thus, given any two terms t; t′, either t= t′ or t¡t′ or tt′. Note
that we can have diRerent terms t; t′ such that t¡t′ and t′¡t.
3.2. The rules of rewriting logic
Given a signature , sentences of rewriting logic are “sequents” of the form t→ t′,
where t and t′ are -terms, possibly involving some variables from the countably
in-nite set X = {x1; : : : ; xn; : : :}.
Denition 4. A rewrite theory T is a 4-tuple T =(; L; E; R) where  is a ranked
alphabet of function symbols, E is a set of (possibly conditional) -equations, L is
a set of labels, and R is a set of pairs R⊆L× (T(X )2)+ whose -rst component is
a label and whose second component is a nonempty sequence of pairs of -terms,
with X = {x1; : : : ; xn; : : :} a countably in-nite set of variables. Elements of R are called
(conditional) rewrite rules.
For a rewrite rule (r; (t; t′); (u1; v1) : : : (uk ; vk)) we use the notation
r : t → t′ if u1 → v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk :
We call the part u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk the condition of the rule, and may abbreviate
it as Cond. To indicate that {x1; : : : ; xn} is the set of variables occurring in either t,
t′, or Cond, we write r : t(x1; : : : ; xn)→ t′(x1; : : : ; xn) if Cond(x1; : : : ; xn) or in abbrevi-
ated notation r : t(˜x)→ t′(˜x) if Cond (˜x). In this paper we only use labels to refer to
particular rules in a rewrite theory and we may omit them when unnecessary.
Rules of the form (r; (t; t′)), i.e., with an empty condition, are called unconditional
rewrite rules, and we use for them the notation
r : t → t′:
Given a rewrite theory T , we say that T entails a sequent t→ t′ and write T  t→ t′
if and only if t→ t′ can be obtained by -nite application of the following rules of
deduction :
(1) Re3exivity. For each t ∈T(X ),
t → t:
(2) Congruence. For each f∈n, n∈N,
t1 → t′1 : : : tn → t′n
f(t1; : : : ; tn)→ f(t′1; : : : ; t′n)
:
(3) Replacement. For each rewrite rule
r : t(x˜)→ t′(x˜) if u1(x˜)→ v1(x˜) ∧ · · · ∧ uk(x˜)→ vk(x˜)
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in R,
w1 → w′1 : : : wn → w′n;
u1(w˜=x˜)→ v1(w˜=x˜) : : : uk(w˜=x˜)→ vk(w˜=x˜)
t(w˜=x˜)→ t′(w˜′=x˜) :
(4) Transitivity.
t1 → t2 t2 → t3
t1 → t3 :
(5) Equality
E  t = u E  t′ = u′ t → t′
u → u′ ;
where, E  t= t′ denotes provability of the equation t= t′ from the equations E
by the inference rules of unsorted conditional equational logic.
3.3. An equivalent proof system
In this section we give an, easier to work with, set of rules of deduction for rewriting
logic that is equivalent to the set of rules introduced in Section 3.2. The following
lemma is proved by structural induction on rewriting logic proofs.
Lemma 5. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; E; R), any sequent is derivable by the
original rules (1)–(5) if and only if it can be derived using only the rules (1); (4); (5),
and the following rule:
(6) For each rewrite rule r : t→ t′ if u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk in R, context C ∈C–(X ),
and substitution (,
u1( → v1( · · · uk( → vk(
C[t(]→ C[t′(] :
Notice that in this equivalent proof system, a natural presentation of the proof of a
sequent t→ t′ in a rewrite theory with empty set of equations, is a sequence of rewriting
steps t→ t1→ · · · → tn−1→ t′ which are either identity rewrites obtained by reexivity,
or one-step rewrites in a context obtained by the inference rule (6). We can always
normalize such a proof to an equivalent proof without “stuttering”, that is, with no
intermediate identity rewrites, except for the case of identity rewrite proofs t→ t. We
will adopt this sequential style of presenting rewriting proofs when reasoning about
rewrite theories with empty set of equations.
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4. A USC-universal theory
In this section we de-ne and prove the correctness of a universal theory for the class
USC of unsorted conditional rewrite theories T =(; L; ∅; R) such that for any rule
t(x1; : : : ; xn)→ t′(x1; : : : ; xn) if Cond(x1; : : : ; xn)
in R, it holds that Var(t)= {x1; : : : ; xn}.
Without any essential loss of generality we assume that the syntax of theories in
USC is given by operators and variables that are nonempty strings of ASCII characters.
In what follows, we will use Maude syntax [9], typed in typewriter fonts, to present
speci-c rewrite theories.
4.1. The signature of UNIVERSAL
We -rst introduce the signature U of symbols in UNIVERSAL. Since in Maude,
all signatures are sorted, we declare U as a monosorted signature, whose only sort,
the sort of metaexpressions, is denoted MetaExpr. We precede each declaration of a
symbol in U with informal comments about its intended use.
mod UNIVERSAL is
sort MetaExpr .
The ASCII characters preceded by a quote are used, along with the binary constructor
symbol cons and the constant nil, to metarepresent the symbols of a rewrite theory.
The function symbol append has the expected meaning. The symbols true and false
are the Boolean values. Recall that “***” introduces a comment in Maude.
ops ’a ’b ’c ’d ... : -> MetaExpr .
***(and all other quoted ASCII characters)
op cons : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
op nil : -> MetaExpr .
op append : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
ops true false : -> MetaExpr .
The unary symbol v is used to metarepresent variables. The symbol [ ] is used to
metarepresent terms that are not variables: its -rst argument is the metarepresentation
of the top operator of the term, and its second argument is the metarepresentation of
the list of its immediate subterms. Lists of terms are metarepresented as cons-lists
of metarepresentations of terms. Constants are metarepresented as terms whose top
function symbol has an empty list of subterms.
op v : MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
op _[_] : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
The symbol -> if is used to metarepresent rules. The symbol ++> is used to
metarepresent a rewrite sequent in a condition. A conjunction of rewrite sequents in
a condition is metarepresented as the cons-list of the metarepresentations of each of
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the rewrite sequents in the condition. Finally, lists of rules are metarepresented as
cons-lists of metarepresentations of rules.
op _->_if_ : MetaExpr MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
op _++>_ : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
The symbol <- is used to metarepresent the assignment of a term (second argument)
to a variable (-rst argument). Lists of assignments are metarepresented as cons-lists
of metarepresentations of assignments.
op _<-_ : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
The function symbol match is used to perform at the metalevel the matching of a term
t to a term t′. The symbol noMatch represents the result of an unsuccessful matching
attempt.
op match : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
op noMatch : -> MetaExpr .
The function symbol successfulMatch represents a predicate that takes a cons-list
formed by metarepresentations of assignments and (possibly) the constant noMatch,
and determines whether a successful match has been found or not.
op successfulMatch : MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
The function symbol subst has two arguments: the metarepresentation of a term t and
the metarepresentation of a list of assignments (=(x1 →w1; : : : ; xn →wn). It is used to
perform at the metalevel the substitution t(.
op subst : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
The function symbol instantC has two arguments: the metarepresentation of a con-
junction of conditions u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk and the metarepresentation of a substi-
tution (; it returns the metarepresentation of u1(→ v1(∧ · · · ∧ uk(→ vk(.
op instantC : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
The constructor symbols *, <- , | , and . are used to represent at the metalevel the
decomposition of a term into a context and a potential redex.
op * : -> MetaExpr .
op <- : MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
op | : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
op . : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
The function symbol compose represents the function that, given the metarepresentation
of a term decomposed into a context and a potential redex, returns the metarepresen-
tation of the same term decomposed into the empty context and the entire term as the
potential redex.
op compose : MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
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The symbol satisfyC represents a predicate that takes two arguments: the metarep-
resentation of the set R of rules of a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and the
metarepresentation of an instantiated conjunction of conditions u1(→ v1(∧ · · · ∧ uk(
→ vk(; as we shall see, it rewrites to true when T  ui(→ vi(, for i=1; : : : ; k.
op satisfyC : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
Finally, the constructor symbol < , > is used to form pairs, whose -rst element is
the metarepresentation of the set R of rules of a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in
USC, and whose second element is the metarepresentation of a term t ∈T(X ) that has
been decomposed into a context and a potential redex, for a set X of variables with
∩X = ∅. The main rules of the theory UNIVERSAL operate on terms built with this
constructor.
op <_,_> : MetaExpr MetaExpr -> MetaExpr .
4.2. The representation function
We next de-ne a representation function 2 (  ) that encodes pairs consisting of a
rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC and a sentence for it, as sentences in UNIVERSAL,
(  ) : ⋃
T∈USC
{T} × sen(T )→ sen(UNIVERSAL):
The representation function (  ) is de-ned recursively as follows:
(1) For T =(; L; ∅; R) a theory in USC and t→ t′ a sentence of T ,
(T  t → t′) = < TRs,(* .(<- Tts))>→ < TRs,(* .(<- Tt′s))>:
(2) for R an empty list of rewrite rules, TRs = nil | nil.
(3) For R a nonempty list of rewrite rules (r1; : : : ; rn),
TR
s
= TR
l
| nil:
(4) For R a nonempty list of rewrite rules (r1; : : : ; rn),
TR
l
=
{
cons(r1, nil) if n = 1;
cons(r1, r2; : : : ; rnl) if n ¿ 1:
(5) For r an unconditional rewrite rule (t→ t′), Tr= Tt -> t′ if nil .
(6) For r a conditional rewrite rule (t→ t′ if Cond), Tr= Tt -> Tt′ if Cond l.
2 The representation function is de-ned below in an eRective way as a recursive function. To simplify the
exposition, and because it is not needed in the unsorted case, we have chosen not to represent the signature
 and the set L of labels; therefore, strictly speaking (  ) does not satisfy the injectivity requirement in
De-nition 3. However, it is trivial to modify the syntax of UNIVERSAL, so as to make (  ) injective, by
adding two extra components representing the signature and the set of labels.
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(7) For Cond a conjunction of conditions (u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk)
Cond l =
{
cons(u1 ++> v1, nil) if k = 1;
cons(u1 ++> v1, u2 → v2 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk l) if k ¿ 1:
(8) For t a term of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn)∈T(X ), X a set of variables with ∩X = ∅,
and f∈n, n¿0,
Tt = Tf
a
[t1; : : : ; tn
l];
for t a constant c∈0, Tt= Tca[nil]; and for t a variable x∈X , Tt= v( Txa).
Note that we have assumed that all operators and variables are nonempty strings
of ASCII characters. Then,
(9) For l a nonempty string (a1 : : : an) of ASCII characters,
Tl
a
=
{
cons(’a1, nil) if n = 1;
cons(’a1, a2 : : : ana) if n ¿ 1:
(10) For tl a nonempty list of terms (t1; : : : ; tn),
tl
l
=
{
cons(t1, nil) if n = 1:
cons(t1, t2; : : : ; tn
l) if n ¿ 1:
(11) For t a term of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn)∈T(X ), X a set of variables with ∩X = ∅,
and f∈n, n¿0,
Tts = Tf
a
[t1; : : : ; tn
l| nil];
for t a constant c∈0, Tt s = Tca[nil | nil]; and for t a variable x∈X , Tt s = v( Txa).
Note that, for technical reasons, given a term t we have two diRerent represen-
tations for it, namely Tt and Tt s. The representation Tt is used for terms appearing
in rules, whereas the representation Tt s is instead used for terms being rewritten,
that need to be decomposed.
4.2.1. Representation of substitutions and contexts
We de-ne now the representation of substitutions and contexts as terms in the theory
UNIVERSAL.
The representation function ( )l for lists of assignments is de-ned as follows:
(1) For & a nonempty list of assignments (01; : : : ; 0n),
T&l =
{
cons(01, nil) if n = 1;
cons(01, 02; : : : ; 0nl) if n ¿ 1:
(2) For 0 an assignment (x →w), T0= Tx <- Tw.
(3) For the error assignment ⊥;⊥= noMatch.
The representation function ( ) c for contexts is de-ned as follows:
(1) if hole(C)=, then TC c = *.
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(2) if hole(C)= ui, for u∈N ∗+ and i∈N, then
(a) if Head(C|u)=f, f∈1, so that C|u =f(–), then,
TC
c
= C ↑uc:(<- Tfa[nil | nil]):
(b) if Head(C|u)=f, f∈n, n¿1, then
(i) if i=1, so that C|u =f(–; t2; : : : ; tn), then
TC
c
= C ↑uc.(<- Tfa[t2; : : : ; tnl| nil]):
(ii) if 1¡i¡n, so that C|u =f(t1; : : : ; ti−1; –; ti+1; : : : ; tn), then
TC
c
= C ↑uc.(<- Tfa[ti+1; : : : ; tnl| t1; : : : ; ti−1l]):
(iii) if i= n, so that C|u =f(t1; : : : ; tn−1; –), then
TC
c
= C ↑uc.(<- Tfa[nil | t1; : : : ; tn−1l]):
4.3. The rules of UNIVERSAL
In this section we introduce the set of rules RU= UNIVERSAL[ ∪ DEC∪{sel}∪ SAT∪
{repl} for the theory UNIVERSAL.
The set of rules UNIVERSAL[. These rules specify the functions append, match, subst,
successfulMatch, instantC, and compose. The complete set of rules de-ning these
functions (except for instancC) is given in [7]. 3 Here we only recall the propositions
that formally state their intended meaning. These propositions follow by straightfor-
ward induction (see [7]). In what follows, the theory UNIVERSAL[ refers to the theory
UNIVERSAL, but with its set of rules restricted to the set UNIVERSAL[.
Proposition 6. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and a set X of variables
with X ∩= ∅, for any terms t; t′ ∈T(X ), if t¡t′, then the following is a rewrite in
the theory UNIVERSAL[:
match(Tt; t′)→ T(l;
where ( is a substitution with Dom(()⊆Var(t), and t(= t′.
Proposition 7. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and a set X of vari-
ables with X ∩= ∅, for any substitution (, the following is a rewrite in the theory
UNIVERSAL[:
successfulMatch( T(l)→ true:
3 The function match is de-ned in [7] only for linear patterns; its extension to non-linear patterns is
unproblematic.
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Proposition 8. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and a set X of variables
with X ∩= ∅, for any term t ∈T(X ) and any substitution (, the following is a
rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL[:
subst(Tt; T(l)→ t(:
Proposition 9. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and a set X of variables
with X ∩= ∅, for any term t ∈T(X ) and any context C ∈C–(X ), the following is
a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL[:
compose( TC
c
:(<- Tt))→ (* .(<- C[t]s)):
Next, we de-ne the semantics of the instantiation at the metalevel of a conjunction of
conditions by means of a substitution. 4
rl [instantC.nil]: instantC(nil, T(l) => nil .
rl [instantCL] :
instantC(cons(Tt ++> t′, Condl), T(l) =>
cons(subst(Tt, T(l) ++> subst(t′, (l), instantC(Condl, (l)) .
The following proposition is proved by induction on the number of components of
the conjunction of conditions.
Proposition 10. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and a set X of vari-
ables with X ∩= ∅, for any conjunction of conditions u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk and
any substitution (, the following is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL[:
instantC(u1 → v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk l; T(l)→
u1( → v1( ∧ · · · ∧ uk( → vk(l:
The rules in UNIVERSAL[ as a whole satisfy the following proposition:
Proposition 11. The rewrite theory UNIVERSAL[ is con3uent and terminating.
The set of rules DEC and the rule sel. The rules in DEC decompose a term in order to
select a potential redex in which a step of rewriting can be attempted at the metalevel.
These rules are given in [7] and they satisfy the following proposition:
Proposition 12. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and a set X of vari-
ables with X ∩= ∅, for any term t ∈T(X ) and any context C ∈C–(X ), the follow-
ing is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL:
< TR
s
,(* .(<- C[t]
s
))>→ < TRs,( TCc,(<- Tts))>:
4 To ease the understanding of these rules, here and in the following, we adopt the notational convention
of replacing the usual variable notation by corresponding metarepresentation of the entities to be placed in
such variable positions. For example, T(l in rule [instantC.nil] is a normal variable, but the notation
suggests that the terms that the variable will match in practice will typically be the metarepresentations of
substitutions.
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The rule sel is used to select the rewrite rule which will be applied to the current
potential redex. This rule, given in [7], satis-es the following proposition:
Proposition 13. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; (r1; : : : ; rn)) in USC, and a set X
of variables with X ∩= ∅, for any context C ∈C–(X ), any term t ∈T(X ), and any
i∈N, 1¡i6n, the following is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL:
<(r1; : : : ; ri; : : : ; rnl| nil), ( TC
c
:(<- Tts))>→
<(ri; : : : ; rnl| r1; : : : ; ri−1l), ( TC
c
:(<-Tts))>:
The set of rules SAT. These rules check whether a conjunction of instantiated conditions
is satis-ed.
rl [sat.nil]: satisfyC( TRl, nil) => true .
crl [sat.cdL]:
satisfyC( TRl, cons(Tt ++> t′, Condl)) => satisfyC( TRl, Condl)
if < TRs, (* .(<- Tt s))> => < TRs, (* .(<- t′ s))> .
The following proposition is proved by induction on the number of components of
the conjunction of conditions.
Proposition 14. Given a rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and a set X of vari-
ables with X ∩= ∅, for any terms ui; vi ∈T(X ), 16i6n, such that
UNIVERSAL  < TRs; (* .(<- uis))>→ < TRs; (* .(<- vis))>;
the following is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL:
satisfyC( TR
l
; u1 → v1 ∧ · · · ∧ un → vnl)→ true:
The rule repl. The intended meaning of the rules repl is to apply the replacement
rule of deduction. A selected rule l→ r if Cond is tried on the subterm t that is the
current potential redex.
crl [repl]:
<(cons(( Tl -> Tr if Condl), TRl)| R′l), ( TCc .(<- Tt s))> =>
<(append(R′l, cons(( Tl -> Tr if Condl), TRl)) | nil),
compose( TCc .(<- subst( Tr,match( Tl, Tt)))) >
if successfulMatch(match( Tl, Tt)) => true
and satisfyC(append(R′l, cons(( Tl -> Tr if Condl), TRl)),
instantC(Condl, match( Tl, Tt))) => true .
Notice that repl is subject to two conditions, that must be satis-ed before a conditional
rule l→ r if Cond is applied to a term t at the metalevel, namely, that the left-hand side
in fact matches the redex, and that the corresponding instantiations of the conditions
in Cond are satis-ed.
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4.4. Correctness of the USC-universal theory
In this section we prove that the representation function (  ) de-ned in Section
4.2 makes UNIVERSAL a USC-universal theory. Since UNIVERSAL is a theory in USC,
this shows that rewriting logic is reective for the class of theories USC.
Theorem 15. For any rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, any set X of variables
with X ∩= ∅, and any terms t; t′ ∈T(X ),
T  t → t′ ⇔ UNIVERSAL  T  t → t′:
We -rst prove the (⇒)-direction of this theorem.
Theorem 16. For any rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, any set X of variables
with X ∩= ∅, and any terms t; t′ ∈T(X ),
T  t → t′ ⇒ UNIVERSAL  T  t → t′:
Proof. By structural induction on rewriting logic proofs. Notice that we can use
Lemma 5 to reason only on proofs obtained by rules (1), (4) and (6). For a derivation
obtained by the reexivity and transitivity rules, the result follows from the induc-
tion hypothesis by the reexivity and transitivity rules for the theory UNIVERSAL. For
a derivation C[l(]→C[r(] obtained by application of rule (6) with a rule l→ r if
u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk in R, a context C ∈C–(X ), and a substitution (∈S(;X ), we
must consider two cases: l= l( and l¡l(. The proofs are similar, so we consider only
the case l¡l(. We assume that the rule that is applied is the -rst element of the list
of rules R. Notice that:
...< TRs, (* .(<- C[l(]s))>
...→ (by Proposition 12)
...< TRs, ( TCc.(<- l(s))>
...→ (by application of rule repl)
...successfulMatch(match( Tl, l())
...→ (by Proposition 6; with l(′ = l()
...successfulMatch((′l)
...→ (by Proposition 7)
...true
...satisfyC( TRl, instantC(u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk l, (′l))
...→ (by Proposition 10)
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...satisfyC( TRl, u1(′→ v1(′ ∧ · · · ∧ uk(′→ vk(′l)
... ≡ (since l(= l(′, and Var(ui)∪Var(vi)⊆Var(l); for i=1; : : : ; k)
...satisfyC( TRl, u1( → v1( ∧ · · · ∧ uk(→ vk(l)
...→ (by Proposition 14; using the induction hypothesis)
...true
...< TRs, compose( TCc.(<- subst( Tr, match( Tl, l())))>
...→ (by Propositions 6; with l(′= l(, 8; and 9)
...< TRs, (* .(<- C[r(′]s))>
... ≡ (since l(= l(′ and Var(r)⊆Var(l))
...< TRs, (* .(<- C[r(]s))>
Now we prove the (⇐)-direction of Theorem 15.
Theorem 17. For any rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, any set X of variables
with X ∩= ∅, and any terms t; t′ ∈T(X ),
UNIVERSAL  T  t → t′ ⇒ T  t → t′:
Proof. In what follows we use 3, 3′ to denote proofs, and 	, 	′ to denote sets
of proofs. Given a rewrite theory T , we denote by proofs(T ) the set of all proofs
in T . Let 	⊆ proofs(T ) be a subset of the proofs in T . Then, thm(	) is the set
of all sequents that are proved by the proofs in 	. Let 3 be a proof in T and let
thm({3})= {t→ t′}. Then, 41({3})= t and 42({3})= t′. We write 3 : t→ t′ to denote
that thm({3})= {t→ t′}.
To prove the theorem, we will reason over the subset metaproofs of proofs in
UNIVERSAL such that thm(metaproofs) contains only sequents of the form
< TR
s
,(* .(<-Tts))>→ < TRs; (* .(<-t′s))>;
where T =(; L; ∅; R) is a rewrite theory in USC, and t; t′ ∈T(X ), for a set X of
variables with X ∩= ∅. The theorem will then be proved by showing the containment
thm(metaproofs) ⊆ {T  t → t′ |T ∈ USC and T  t → t′}: (1)
We -rst introduce a collection of basic operations on sets of proofs of a rewrite theory
T =(; L; ∅; R) in USC, that gives us an algebraic language to describe appropriate sets
of proofs having a given structure.
• Id denotes the identity proofs, i.e., any proof obtained by application of the rule of
deduction (1).
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• R′, such that R′⊆R, denotes the set of proofs in which the rule of deduction (6) is
applied once, using a rule in the subset R′. 5
• R′, such that R′⊆R, denotes the set of proofs in which the rule of deduction (6)
is applied once, using a rule in R′, but only at the top.
• R′!, where R′⊆R is a set of conuent and terminating rules, denotes the set of
proofs that prove sequents of the form t→ canR′(t), where canR′(t) is the canonical
form of t with respect to R′, and such that, in the proofs, the rule of deduction (6)
is applied using only rules in R′.
• 	;	′ denotes the set of proofs that are the composition, by transitivity, of a proof
in 	 and a proof in 	′.
• 	 |	′ denotes the set of proofs 	∪	′.
• 	∗ denotes the set of proofs containing the identity proofs, any proof in 	, and any
proof obtained by composition, using transitivity, of a -nite number of proofs in 	.
• 	+ denotes the set of proofs 	∗ − Id .
• 	n, n¿1, denotes any proof obtained by composition, using transitivity, of n proofs
in 	.
In what follows, we write t 	−→ t′ to denote any of the proofs 3∈	 such that
3 : t→ t′. We use 5(r; C; (; [31; : : : ; 3k ]) to denote a proof 3 :C[t(]→C[t′(] which con-
sists on applying once the rule of deduction (6) using a rule r : t→ t′ if u1→ v1 ∧
· · · ∧ uk → vk , with 3i : ui(→ vi(, i=1; : : : ; k, the proofs of each of the rewrites in the
condition. We use the notation 5(r; C; () when r is an unconditional rule. Finally, in
simpli-ed notation, we denote by 5, 5′ any proof 3 that consists on applying once
the rule (6). Also, we denote by (3; 3′) a proof that consists on the composition by
transitivity of the proofs 3 and 3′.
We assume normalized proofs (without identity stutterings) and de-ne the conditional
depth of a normalized proof, cdepth(3), as follows:
• If 3∈ Id , then cdepth(3)= 0.
• If 3=(51; : : : ; 5n); n¿1, then cdepth(3)= max(cdepth(51); : : : ; cdepth(5n)).
• If 3= 5(r; C; (), then cdepth(3)= 0.
• If 3= 5(r; C; (; [31; : : : ; 3n]), then cdepth(3)= 1 + max(cdepth(31); : : : ; cdepth(3n)):
Given a theory T , we de-ne a preorder relation 4 over subsets of proofs 	; 	′⊆
proofs(T ) in the following way: 	4	′ if and only if thm(	)⊆ thm(	′). This preorder
generates the following equivalence relation: 	 ≡ 	′ if and only if 	4	′ and 	¡	′.
Finally, given a set of rules R, we de-ne LHead(R)= {Head(l) | r : l→ s if Cond
in R}:
Next, we de-ne the notion of a top=strong coherent rewrite theory. Informally, a
top=strong coherent rewrite theory has the following property: for any theorem 6 of
a certain class, there is a proof of 6 that consists on a sequence of rewritings where
the rules are only applied at the top of terms that have been previously reduced to
canonical form. This property is formally stated in Proposition 20. Interestingly, the
theory UNIVERSAL is top=strong coherent.
5 Notice that in a proof 3∈R′ which consists on the application of the rule of deduction (6) with a
conditional rule r ∈R′, rules in R but not in R′ may be applied to solve the conditions in r.
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Denition 18. A rewrite theory T =(; L; ∅; R[ unionmulti R) in USC is said to be top=strong
coherent if and only if
(1) the rules in R[ are unconditional, conuent and terminating;
(2) for any rule r : l→ s if Cond in R, FPos(l) = ∅, i.e., l is not a variable.
(3) for any rule r[ : u→ v in R[, and any position p∈FPos(v), Head(v|p) =∈LHead
(R);
(4) for any rule r : l→ s if Cond in R, and any position p∈FPos(s)− {}, Head
(s|p) =∈LHead(R);
(5) for any rule r : l→ s if u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk in R, and any p∈FPos(ui) −
{};Head(ui|p) =∈LHead(R), for i=1; : : : ; k;
(6) for any rule r : l→ s if Cond in R, and for any substitution (x1 → t1; : : : ; xn → tn),
canR[(l(x1 → t1; : : : ; xn → tn))
= l(x1 → canR[(t1); : : : ; xn → canR[(tn));
(7) for any rule r : l→ s if u1→ v1∧· · ·∧uk → vk in R, and for any substitution (x1 →
t1; : : : ; xn → tn), for i = 1; : : : ; n,
canR[(vi(x1 → t1; : : : ; xn → tn))
= (vi(x1 → canR[(t1); : : : ; xn → canR[(tn))):
Remark 19. The theory UNIVERSAL is top=strong coherent.
The proof of the following proposition is given in the appendix.
Proposition 20. For any top=strong coherent theory T =(; L; ∅; R[ unionmultiR) in USC, and
any proof 3 : t→ t′ in proofs(T ), such that:
(1) for any position p∈FPos(t)− {}, Head(t|p) =∈LHead(R), and
(2) canR[(t′)= t′,
there is an equivalent proof 3′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!, such that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
Now, to reason about the rewrite sequents that are theorems in metaproofs, we will
look for a particular expression 7 such that metaproofs47, which then gives us
thm(metaproofs)⊆ thm(7). Then, to establish the containment (1) proving the theo-
rem, it will be enough to prove that for any sequent
< TR
s
, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>
in thm(7), it can be shown that T  t→ t ′, when T=(; L; ∅; R) in USC, and t; t ′∈
T(X ), for a set X of variables with X∩= ∅. In what follows, U abbreviates the
theory UNIVERSAL, and U[ abbreviates the theory UNIVERSAL[.
The following is a corollary of Remark 19 and Proposition 20. 6
6 Notice that, when proving a theorem in thm(metaproofs), the rules in SAT will only be applied to solve
the conditions of the rule repl.
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Corollary 22. Let 71= (U[!; (DEC∪{sel}∪ {repl}))∗; U[!. Then; metaproofs471.
Moreover; for any proof 3∈metaproofs; there is a proof 3′∈71; with {3}≡{3′}; such
that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
Next, we de-ne a new (partial) representation functions ( ) s that will be used in
the following proofs.
(1) For R a nonempty list of rewrite rules (r1; : : : ; rn), for 16i6n,
TR
si =
{
TR
s
if i = 1;
ri; : : : ; rnl | r1; : : : ; ri−1l if 1 ¡ i 6 n:
(2) For t a term f(t1; : : : ; tn)∈T(X ), X a set of variables with ∩X = ∅, and f∈n,
n¿0, for 16i6n,
Ttsi =
{
f(t1; : : : ; tn)
s
if i = 1;
Tf
a
[(ti; : : : ; tn
l | t1; : : : ; ti−1
l)] if 1 ¡ i 6 n;
for t a constant c∈0, Tt s0 = Tt s; and for t a variable x∈X , Tt s0 = Tt s.
The following lemma is proved in [7].
Lemma 23. For any rewrite theory T=(; L; ∅; R) in USC; any set X of variables
with ∩X = ∅; any context C∈C–(X ); any term t ∈T(X ); and any proof 3∈ (U[!;
(DEC |{sel}))+; U[! if 41({3})= < TRsi, ( TCc . (<- Tt sj))>; for i; j¿0; then 42({3})=
< TRsi′, (C′ c.(<- t ′ sj′))>; for i′; j′¿0; where
(1) C′∈C–(X ); t ′∈T(X ); and C[t] =C′[t ′]; and;
(2) at least one of the following possibilities holds: C′ = –; or i′¿1; or j′¿1.
As a corollary of Lemma 23 we can prove the following (see [7] for the proof of
a similar corollary):
Corollary 24. Let 72 = (U[!|(73)+; U[!); where 73= (U[!; (DEC|{sel}))∗; U[!;
{re-pl}. Then; for any rewrite theory T=(; L; ∅; R) in USC; any set X of variables
with X∩= ∅; any terms t; t ′∈T(X ); and any proof 3∈71; if 41({3})= < TRs, (* .
(<- Tt s))> and 42({3})= < TRs, (* .(<- t ′ s))>; then 3∈72.
Thus, by Corollaries 22 and 24 we can prove the following:
Corollary 25. Let 7=(U[! | (73; U[!)+). Then; metaproofs47. Moreover; for any
proof 3∈metaproofs; there is a proof 3′∈7; with {3}≡{3′}; such that cdepth(3)=
cdepth(3′).
Finally, by Corollary 25, to establish the containment (1) proving the theorem, it
is enough to prove that, for any T=(; L; ∅; R) in USC, any set X of variables with
X∩= ∅, and any terms t; t ′∈T(X ), if the sequent
< TR
s
, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>
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is in thm(7), then T  t→ t ′. This follows immediately from Propositions 26 and 27
below. Proposition 26 is proved immediately by using the fact that
canU[(< TR
si,( TC
c
.(<- Ttsj))>) = < TR
si,( TC
c
.(<- Ttsj))>:
Proposition 27 is proved by induction on the conditional depth of the proof under
consideration (see [7] for a similar proof but for the unconditional case).
Proposition 26. For any rewrite theory T=(; L; ∅; R) in USC; any set X of vari-
ables with X∩= ∅; any term t ∈T(X ); and any proof 3∈ U[!; if 41({3})= < TRs,
(* .(<- Tt s))>; then 42({3})= < TRs, (* .(<- t ′ s))>; where t ′ is a term in T(X )
such that T  t→ t ′.
Proposition 27. For any rewrite theory T=(; L; ∅; R) in USC; any set X of variables
with X∩= ∅; any term t ∈T(X ); and any proof 3∈ (73; U[!)+; if 41({3})= < TRs,
(* .(<- Tt s))>; then 42({3})= < TRs, (* .(<- t ′ s))>; where t ′ is a term in T(X )
such that T  t→ t ′.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 17.
Finally, by Theorems 16 and 17 we conclude the proof of Theorem 15.
5. A MSC-universal theory
In this section we explain how the results of the previous section can be extended
to the class of many-sorted conditional rewrite theories (with no equations), whose
underlying equational theories have nonempty sorts, that is, theories such that, for
each sort, the elements of that sort in the initial algebra form a nonempty set. This is a
relatively minor restriction that avoids the well-known complications with quanti-cation
in a many-sorted context [28], which would also have to be added at the rewriting logic
level. In this way, a considerably simpler universal theory and proof become possible,
since we can still use the rules of deduction of rewriting logic for the unsorted case
extended without any change, except requiring that all terms have the appropriate sorts,
to the many-sorted case.
Notice that the class MSC contains rewrite theories whose rules may include extra
variables in their right-hand sides or conditions. To de-ne the universal theory for the
class MSC we will essentially modify the rule repl of the theory UNIVERSAL, so that
it can simulate rewritings using rules with extra variables in their right-hand sides or
conditions. The fact that we are now in a many-sorted context will greatly simplify
our proof of correctness.
Without any essential loss of generality we assume that many-sorted signatures
8=(; S) are given by sorts and operators that are nonempty strings of ASCII char-
acters. We also assume that variables are pairs of strings of ASCII characters, whose
-rst element is the variable symbol and whose second element is the name of its sort.
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Given a many-sorted signature 8=(; S), a set of sorts S ′⊆ S, and a sort s∈ S, we
de-ne s ‖ S ′ if and only if s =∈ S ′ and for any function symbol f∈s1 ::: sn; s, it holds that
si ‖ S ′, for i=1; : : : ; n. We also de-ne the maximal set of variables X8 = {X8; s}s∈S ,
where X8; s =(ASCII)∗×{s}, with (ASCII)∗ the set of strings of ASCII characters;
note that, by construction, X8 ∩= ∅.
5.1. The signature of UNIVERSAL′
We -rst de-ne a signature U′ that, essentially, extends the signature of UNIVERSAL
to a many-sorted setting, and that includes a number of new constructors to represent
many-sorted signatures and terms in such signatures.
The main rules of the theory UNIVERSAL′ will operate on terms of sort Triple built
with a constructor < , , >. The -rst component of the triple is the metarepresentation
of the signature  of a theory T=(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC, with 8=(; S); the second
component is the metarepresentation of the set of rules R; and the third component is
the metarepresentation of a term t ∈T(X8) that has been decomposed into a context
and a potential redex.
We also declare a new function symbol parse, whose semantics is explained below.
Finally, regarding the sort structure of the signature of UNIVERSAL′, we assume that:
(1) the function symbols parse and satisfyC build terms of sort Bool, and
(2) there is a sort Substitution for terms representing lists of assignments, such that
Substitution ‖ {Bool; Triple}.
5.2. The representation function
We next de-ne a representation function 7 (  ) as follows: for any theory T=(8; L;
∅; R) in MSC, with 8=(; S), and any sentence t→ t ′ of T ,
(T  t → t′) = < T, TRs, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>;
where ( ) s is de-ned in a way entirely similar to the function with the same name in
Section 4.2. We assume that ( ) is a function that metarepresent many-sorted signatures
in an adequate way.
5.3. The rules of UNIVERSAL′
In this section we introduce the set of rules RU′ = UNIVERSAL′[ ∪ DEC′ ∪{sel′}
∪ SAT′ ∪{repl′} for the theory UNIVERSAL′. In what follows, U′ abbreviates the theory
UNIVERSAL′, and U′[ abbreviates the theory UNIVERSAL′[.
The set of rules UNIVERSAL′[. These rules de-ne the functions that extend from
the unsorted case to the many-sorted case all the functions de-ned in UNIVERSAL[.
7 Again, the representation function (  ) is eRectively de-ned below as a recursive function. Note that,
although the signature  is now represented, the function (  ) is not injective, because the sort set S and
the label set L are not represented. As in the unsorted case, it is trivial to add extra components to the
syntax so as to make (  ) injective.
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In what follows, we will add the prime symbol to the number of a proposition about
the rules of UNIVERSAL[ to refer to the corresponding proposition about the rules of
UNIVERSAL′[. The rules of UNIVERSAL′[ are Church-Rosser and terminating and de-ne
also a Boolean-valued function parse that checks at the metalevel whether a lists of
assignments is in fact a substitution with respect to a given many-sorted signature. We
assume that the following propositions hold in UNIVERSAL′:
Proposition 28. Given a rewrite theory T=(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC; with 8=(; S); for
any many-sorted substitution (∈S(;X8); the following is a rewrite in the theory
UNIVERSAL′[ :
parse( T, T(l)→ true:
Proposition 29. Given a many-sorted signature 8=(; S); and a term t in UNIVER-
SAL′; if
parse( T, t)→ true
is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL′; then there is a many-sorted substitution
(∈S(;X8); such that canU′[(t)= T(l.
The sets of rules DEC′, SAT′, and the rule sel′. These rules are the obvious extension
to the many-sorted setting of their counterparts in the theory UNIVERSAL.
The rule repl′. The intended meaning of the rule repl′ is to apply the replacement
rule of deduction. A selected rule l→ r if Cond is tried on the subterm t that is the
current potential redex. Recall our notational convention for variables in rules explained
in footnote 4.
var SB : Substitution .
crl [repl′]:
< T, (cons(( Tl -> Tr if Condl), TRl)| R′ l), ( TCc . (<- Tt s))> =>
< T, (append(R′ l, cons(( Tl -> Tr if Condl), TRl)) | nil),
compose( TCc .(<- subst( Tr, append(match( T, Tl, Tt), SB))))>
if successfulMatch(match( T, Tl, Tt)) => true
and parse( T, SB) => true
and satisfyC( T, append(R′ l, cons(( Tl -> Tr if Condl), TRl)),
instantC(Condl, append(match( Tl, Tt), SB))) => true .
Note that the rule repl′ is similar to the rule repl except that:
(1) it contains in its right-hand side (and conditions) a new variable SB of sort
Substitution that does not appear in its left-hand side, and
(2) it has a new conjunct in the condition requiring (by Proposition 29) that the value
assigned to SB represents indeed a many-sorted substitution.
The idea is that instantiating the variable SB in the appropriate way, we can use the
rule repl′ to simulate at the metalevel the application of the replacement rule when the
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selected rule contains in its right-hand side (or conditions) variables that do not appear
in its left-hand side. The new conjunct in the condition of the rule repl′ guarantees then
that we can simulate at the metalevel only valid applications of the replacement rule.
5.4. Correctness of the MSC-universal theory
In this section we prove that, under the assumptions on UNIVERSAL′ stated above, the
representation function (  ) in Section 5.2 makes UNIVERSAL′ a MSC-universal the-
ory. Since UNIVERSAL′ is a theory in MSC, this shows that rewriting logic is reective
for the class of theories MSC.
Theorem 30. For any rewrite theory T=(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC; with 8=(; S); and any
terms t; t ′∈T(X8);
T  t → t′ ⇔ UNIVERSAL′  T  t → t′:
We -rst prove the (⇒)-direction of this theorem.
Theorem 31. For any rewrite theory T=(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC; with 8=(; S); and any
terms t; t ′∈T(X8);
T  t → t′ ⇒ UNIVERSAL′  T  t → t′:
Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 16. We prove the theorem
by structural induction on rewriting logic proofs. Recall that, by assumption, T has
nonempty sorts and that this minor restriction allows us to extend, without any change,
except of course requiring that all terms have the appropriate sorts, the rules of de-
duction of rewriting logic for the unsorted case to the many-sorted case. Then, we
use (the many-sorted version of) Lemma 5 to reason only on proofs obtained by
(the many-sorted extensions of) rules (1), (4) and (6). For a derivation obtained by
the reexivity and transitivity rules, the result follows from the induction hypothesis
by the reexivity and transitivity rules for the theory UNIVERSAL′. For a derivation
C[l(]→C[r(] obtained by application of the (many-sorted extension of) rule (6) with
a rule l→ r if u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk in R, a context C∈C–(X8), and a substitution
(∈S(;X8), we must consider two cases: l= l( and l¡l(. The proofs are similar, so
we consider only the case l¡l(. We assume that the rule that is applied is the -rst
element of the list of rules R. Notice that:
...< T, TRs, (* .(<- C[l(]s))>
...→ (by Proposition 12′)
...< T, TRs, ( TCc.(<- l(s))>
...→ (by application of rule repl′)
...successfulMatch(match( T, Tl, l())
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...→ (by Proposition 6′, with l(′=l()
...successfulMatch((′ l)
...→ (by Proposition 7′)
...true
(We choose a (′′ such that ((′; (′′)∈S(;X8), r(= r((′; (′′), and
ui(= ui((′; (′′), vi(= vi((′; (′′), for i=1; : : : ; k)
...parse( T, (′′ l)
...→ (by Proposition 28)
...true
...satisfyC( T, TRl, instantC(u1→ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk → vk l, ((′; (′′) l))
...→ (by Proposition 10′)
...satisfyC( T, TRl, u1((′; (′′)→ v1((′; (′′)∧ · · · ∧ uk((′; (′′)→ vk((′; (′′) l)
... ≡
...satisfyC( T, TRl, u1(→ v1(∧ · · · ∧ uk(→ vk(l)
...→ (by Proposition 14′, using the induction hypothesis)
...true
...< T, TRs, compose( TCc.(<- subst( Tr, append(match( T, Tl, l(),(′′ l)))>
...→ (by Propositions 6′, with l(′= l(, 8′, and 9′)
...< T, TRs, (* .(<- C[r((′; (′′)]s))>
... ≡
...< T, TRs, (* .(<- C[r(]s))>
Now we prove the (⇐)-direction of Theorem 30.
Theorem 32. For any rewrite theory T=(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC; with 8=(; S); and any
terms t; t ′∈T(X8);
T  t → t′ ⇐ UNIVERSAL′  T  t → t′:
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 17, we will reason over the subset metaproofs of
proofs in UNIVERSAL′ such that thm(metaproofs) contains only sequents of the form
< T, TR
s
, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>;
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where T=(8; L; ∅; R) is a rewrite theory in MSC, with 8=(; S), and t; t ′∈T(X8).
The theorem will then be proved by showing the containment
thm(metaproofs) ⊆ {T  t → t′ |T ∈ MSC and T  t → t′}: (2)
We -rst extend the notion of top=strong coherence. Given a many-sorted signature
8=(; S), we de-ne Coarity(f)= s, if f∈w; s. Also, given a set of rules R, we
de-ne CLHead(R)= {Coarity(Head(l)) | r : l→ s if Cond in R}.
Denition 33. A rewrite theory T=(8; L; ∅; R[ unionmulti R) in MSC, with 8=(; S), is said
to be top=strong coherent if and only if, it satis-es clauses (1)–(7) in De-nition 18,
and the following clause:
(8) for any rule r : t(x1; : : : ; xn)→ t ′(x1; : : : ; xn) if Cond(x1; : : : ; xn) in R[unionmultiR, if xi ∈X8; s
and xi =∈Var(t), then s ‖CLHead(R), for i=1; : : : ; n.
where X = {Xs}s∈S is an S-sorted family of disjoints sets of variables.
Remark 34. The theory UNIVERSAL′ is top=strong coherent.
The proof of the following proposition is similar to the proof of Proposition 20.
This proof uses the extra condition (8) in De-nition 33 to justify several key steps in
proving the desired result.
Proposition 35. For any top=strong coherent theory T=(8; L; ∅; R[ unionmultiR) in MSC; and
any proof 3 : t→ t ′ in proofs(T ); such that:
(1) for any position p∈FPos(t)− {}; Head(t|p) =∈LHead(R); and
(2) canR[(t ′)= t ′;
there is an equivalent proof 3′∈(R[!;R)∗;R[!; such that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
As in the proof of Theorem 17, to reason about the rewrite sequents that are theorems
in metaproofs, we will look for a particular expression 7 such that metaproofs47,
which then gives us thm(metaproofs)⊆ thm(7). Then, to establish the containment (2)
proving the theorem, it will be enough to prove that for any sequent
< T, TR
s
, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>
in thm(7), it can be shown that T  t→ t′, when T =(8; L; ∅; R) is in MSC, with
8=(; S), and t; t′ ∈T(X8).
The following is a corollary of Remark 34 and Proposition 35.
Corollary 36. Let 71 = (U′[!; (DEC′ ∪ {sel′} ∪ {repl′}))∗; U′[!. Then, metaproofs
471. Moreover, for any proof 3∈metaproofs, there is a proof 3′ ∈71, with {3} ≡
{3′}, such that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
The proof of the following lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 23.
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Lemma 37. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC, with 8=(; S), any con-
text C ∈C–(X8), any term t ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈ (U′[!; (DEC′|{sel′}))+;
U′[! if 41({3})= < T, TRsi, ( TCc.(<- Tt sj))> for i; j¿0, then 42({3})= < T, TRsi′, (C′c:
(<- t′ sj′))> for i′; j′¿0, where
(1) C′ ∈C–(X8), t′∈T(X8), and C[t] =C′[t′], and,
(2) at least one of the following possibilities holds: C′ = –, or i′¿1, or j′¿1.
As a corollary of Lemma 37 we can prove the following (see [7] for the proof of
a similar corollary):
Corollary 38. Let 72 = (U′[! | (73)+; U′[!), where 73 = (U′[!; (DEC′ | {sel′}))∗; U′[!;
{repl′}. Then, for any rewrite theory T =(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC, with 8=(; S), any
terms t; t′ ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈71, if 41({3})= < T, TRs, (* .(<- Tt s))>; and
42({3})= < T, TRs, (* .(<- t′ s))>; then 3∈72.
Thus, by Corollaries 36 and 38 we can prove the following:
Corollary 39. Let 7=(U′[! | (73; U′[!)+). Then, metaproofs47. Moreover, for any
proof 3∈metaproofs, there is a proof 3′ ∈7, with {3} ≡ {3′}, such that cdepth(3)=
cdepth(3′).
Finally, by Corollary 39, to establish the containment (2) proving the theorem, it is
enough to prove that, for any T =(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC, with 8=(; S), and any terms
t; t′ ∈T(X8), if the sequent
< T, TR
s
, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>
is in thm(7), then T  t→ t′. This follows immediately from Propositions 40 and 41
below. Proposition 40 is proved immediately by using the fact that
canU′[(< T, TR
si, ( TC
c
.(<- Ttsj))>) = < T, TR
si, ( TC
c
.(<- Ttsj))>:
Proposition 41 is proved by induction on the conditional depth of the proof un-
der consideration. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 27 and uses
Proposition 29 in several key steps.
Proposition 40. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC, with 8=(; S), any
term t ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈ U′[!, such that 41({3})= < T, TRs, (* .(<- Tt s))>,
then 42({3})= < T, TRs, (* .(<- t′ s))>, where t′ is a term in T(X8) such that
T  t→ t′.
Proposition 41. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; ∅; R) in MSC, with 8=(; S),
any term t ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈ (73; U′[!)+, such that 41({3})= < T, TRs,
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(* .(<- Tt s))>, then 42({3})= < T, TRs, (* .(<- t′ s))>, where t′ is a term in T(X8)
such that T  t→ t′.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 32.
Finally, by Theorems 31 and 32 we conclude the proof of Theorem 30.
6. A MSC+-universal theory
In this section we explain how the results of the previous section can be extended to
the class MSC+ of many-sorted conditional rewrite theories (possibly with equations)
whose underlying equational theories have nonempty sorts.
To de-ne a universal theory for the class MSC+ we will essentially add to the
theory UNIVERSAL′ two new rule — analogous to the rule repl′ — so that it can
simulate rewritings using equations.
6.1. The signature of UNIVERSAL′′
We de-ne a signature U′′ that extends the signature of UNIVERSAL
′. First, we
add new symbols to metarepresent list of equations: the symbol ( = if ) is used to
metarepresent equations; the symbol ( ++ ) is used to metarepresent an equality in
a condition; a conjunction of equalities in a condition is then metarepresented as the
cons-list of the metarepresentations of each of the equalities in the condition; -nally,
list of equations are metarepresented as cons-lists of metarepresentations of equations.
We also add a function symbol instantC-eq with two arguments: the metarepresen-
tation of a conjunction of equality conditions u1 = v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk = vk and the metarepre-
sentation of a many-sorted substitution (; it returns the metarepresentation of u1(= v1(
∧ · · · ∧ uk(= vk(.
Finally, we add the symbol satisfyC-eq that represents a predicate that takes three
arguments: the metarepresentation of a many-sorted signature , the metarepresenta-
tion of the set E of equations of a rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with
8=(; S), and the metarepresentation of an instantiated conjunction of equality condi-
tions u1(= v1(∧ · · · ∧ uk(= vk(; it returns true when T  ui(= vi(, for i=1; : : : ; k.
The main rules of the theory UNIVERSAL′′ will operate on terms of sort 4-tuple built
with a new constructor < , , , >. The -rst component of the 4-tuple is the metarep-
resentation of the signature  of a theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S);
the second component is the metarepresentation of the set of equations E; the third
component is the set of rules R; and the fourth component is the metarepresentation
of a term t ∈T(X8) that has been decomposed into a context and a potential redex.
Finally, regarding the sort structure of the signature of UNIVERSAL′′, we assume that:
(1) the function symbols parse, satisfyC, and satisfyC-eq build terms of sort
Bool, and
(2) there is a sort Substitution for terms representing list of assignments, such that
Substitution ‖ {Bool; 4-tuple}.
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Finally, regarding the sort structure of the signature of UNIVERSAL′′, we assume that
the sort Substitution is such that Substitution ‖ {Bool; 4-tuple}.
6.2. The representation function
We next de-ne a representation function 8 (  ) as follows: for any theory T =(8; L;
E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), and any sentence t→ t′ of T ,
(T  t → t′)
= < T, TE
s
, TR
s
,(* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TEs, TRs; (* .(<- t′s))>;
where ( ) s is de-ned in a way entirely similar to the function with the same name in
Section 4.2, adding the following extra clauses:
• for E an empty list of equations, TEs = (nil | nil).
• For E a nonempty list of equations (e1; : : : ; en),
TE
s
= ( TE
l
|nil):
• For E a nonempty list of equations (e1; : : : ; en),
TE
l
=
{
cons( Te1, nil) if n = 1;
cons( Te1,e2; : : : ; enl) if n ¿ 1:
• For e an unconditional equation (t= t′), Te= Tt = t′ if nil.
• For e a conditional equation (t= t′ if Cond), Te= Tt = t′ if Cond l.
• For Cond a conjunction of conditions (u1 = v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk = vk)
Cond
l
=
{
cons(u1 ++ v1, nil) if k = 1;
cons(u1 ++ v1, u2 = v2 ∧ · · · ∧ uk = vk l) if k ¿ 1:
6.3. The rules of UNIVERSAL′′
In this section we introduce the set of rules RU′′ = UNIVERSAL
′′[ ∪ DEC′′
∪ SEL′′ ∪ SAT′′ ∪ REPL′′ for the theory UNIVERSAL′′. Recall our notational convention
for variables in rules explained in footnote 5.
The set of rules UNIVERSAL′′[. This set contains the rules in UNIVERSAL′′[ plus the
rules that de-ne the semantics of the function instantC-eq:
rl [instantC-eq.nil]: instantC-eq(nil, T(l) = > nil.
rl [instantCL-eq]:
instantC-eq(cons(Tt ++ t′, Condl), T(l) = >
cons(subst(Tt, T(l) ++ subst(t′, T(l), instantC-eq(Condl, T(l)) .
8 As before, (  ) is recursive, and can trivially be made injective by adding extra components repre-
senting the sets of sorts and labels.
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The following proposition is proved by induction on the number of components of
the conjunction of equality conditions.
Proposition 42. Given a rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), for
any conjunction of equality conditions u1 = v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk = vk and any many-sorted
substitution (, the following is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL′′[:
instantC(u1 = v1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk = vk l, T(l)→ u1( = v1( ∧ · · · ∧ uk( = vk(l:
The set of rules DEC′′. This set contains the modi-ed versions of the rules in DEC′
so that they act on terms of sort 4-tuple instead of on terms of sort Triple.
The set of rules SEL′′. This set contains the modi-ed version of the rule sel′ so
that it acts on terms of sort 4-tuple. In addition, it contains a similar rule sel-eq
that is used to select the equation which will be applied to the current potential redex.
The proof of the following proposition is analogous to the proof of Proposition 13.
Proposition 43. Given a rewrite theory T =(8; L; (e1; : : : ; en); R) in MSC+, with 8=
(; S), for any context C ∈C–(X8), any term t ∈T(X8), and any i∈N, 1¡i6n, the
following is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL′′:
< T, (e1; : : : ; ei; : : : ; enl|nil), TR
s
, ( TC
c
:(<- Tts))>→
< T, (ei; : : : ; enl| e1; : : : ; ei−1l), TR
s
,( TC
c
.(<- Tts))>:
The set of rules SAT′′. This set contains the modi-ed versions of the rules in SAT′,
so that they act on terms of sort 4-tuple. In addition, it contains two new rules to
check whether a conjunction of instantiated equality conditions is satis-ed.
rl [sat-eq.nil]: satisfyC-eq( T, TEl, nil) = > true .
crl [sat-eq.cdL]:
satisfyC-eq( T, TEl, cons(Tt ++ t′, Condl)) = >
satisfyC-eq( T, TEl, Condl)
if < T, TEs, (nil|nil), (* .(<- Tt s))> = >
< T, TEs, (nil|nil), (* .(<- t′ s))> .
The following proposition is proved by induction on the number of components of
the conjunction of equality conditions.
Proposition 44. Given a rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), for
any terms ui; vi ∈T(X8), 16i6n, such that
UNIVERSAL′′  < T, TEs, (nil|nil), (* .(<- uis))>→
< T, TE
s
,(nil|nil), (* .(<- vis))>;
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the following is a rewrite in the theory UNIVERSAL′′:
satisfyC-eq( T, TE
l
, u1 = v1 ∧ · · · ∧ un = vnl)→ true .
The set of rules REPL′′. This set contains the modi-ed version of the rule repl′ so
that it acts on terms of sort 4-tuple. In addition, it contains two new rules whose
intended meaning is to apply the replacement rule of deduction for equational logic.
var SB : Substitution .
crl [repl-eq]:
< T, (cons(( Tl = Tr if Condl), TEl)| E′l), TRs, ( TCc .(<- Tt s))> = >
< T, (append(E′l, cons(( Tl = Tr if Condl), TEl)) | nil), TRs,
compose( TCc .(<- subst( Tr, append(match( T, Tl, Tt), SB))))>
if successfulMatch(match( T, Tl, Tt)) = > true
and parse( T, SB) = > true
and satisfyC-eq( T, append(E′l, cons(( Tl = Tr if Condl), TEl)),
instantC-eq(Condl, append(match( Tl, Tt), SB))) = > true .
crl [repl-eq]:
< T, (cons(( Tl = Tr if Condl), TEl)| E′l), TRs, ( TCc .(<- Tt s))> = >
< T, (append(E′l, cons(( Tl = Tr if Condl), TEl)) | nil), TRs,
compose( TCc .(<- subst( Tl, append(match( T, Tr, Tt), SB))))>
if successfulMatch(match( T, Tr, Tt)) = > true
and parse( T, SB) = > true
and satisfyC-eq( T, append(E′l, cons(( Tl = Tr if Condl), TEl)),
instantC-eq(Condl, append(match( Tr, Tt), SB))) = > true .
Note that the rules repl-eq are entirely similar to the rule repl′ except that they
apply an equation (from left to right or from right to left) instead of a rule. Also, note
that to check at the metalevel whether a conjunction of instantiated equality conditions
is satis-ed in a rewrite theory we only use its underlying equational theory.
6.4. Correctness of the MSC+-Universal Theory
In this section we prove that the representation function (  ) de-ned in Section
6.2 makes UNIVERSAL′′ a MSC+-universal theory. Since UNIVERSAL′′ is a theory in
MSC⊆MSC+, this shows that rewriting logic is reective for the class of theories
MSC+.
To prove this result, we need to show -rst that the theory UNIVERSAL′′ can simulate
at the metalevel the deductions of all theories in the class MSC-EQ of many-sorted con-
ditional equational theories, considered as rewrite theories with empty set of rules. We
de-ne a representation function (  ) as follows: for any equational theory T =(8; E)
in MSC-EQ, with 8=(; S), and any sentence t= t′ of T ,
(T  t = t′) =
< T, TE
s
,(nil | nil), (* .(<- Tts))>→
< T, TE
s
,(nil | nil), (* .(<- t′
s
))>;
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where ( ) s and ( ) are de-ned as in Section 6.2. A sketch of the proof of the following
theorem is given in the appendix.
Theorem 45. For any equational theory T =(8; E) in MSC-EQ, with 8=(; S), and
any terms t; t′ ∈T(X8),
T  t = t′ ⇔ UNIVERSAL′′  T  t = t′:
As a corollary, given the patterns of the rules repl-eq, we can prove the following:
Corollary 46. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), and
any terms t; t′ ∈T(X8),
E  t = t′ ⇒ UNIVERSAL′′  T  t → t′:
Now we prove the main result:
Theorem 47. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), and
any terms t; t′ ∈T(X8),
T  t → t′ ⇔ UNIVERSAL′′  T  t → t′:
We -rst prove the (⇒)-direction of this theorem.
Theorem 48. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), and
any terms t; t′ ∈T(X8),
T  t → t′ ⇒ UNIVERSAL′′  T  t → t′:
Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 31. We prove the theorem by
structural induction on rewriting logic proofs. Notice that we can use (the many-sorted
version of) Lemma 5 to reason only on proofs obtained by (the many-sorted extensions
of) rules (1), (4)–(6). For a derivation obtained by the reexivity and transitivity rules,
the result follows from the induction hypothesis by the reexivity and transitivity rules
for the theory UNIVERSAL′′. For a derivation obtained by the replacement rule, the
proof is entirely analogous to the corresponding proof in Theorem 31. Finally, for a
derivation u→ u′ obtained by the equality rule under the assumptions that E  t= u,
E  t′= u′ and t→ t′, notice that:
...< T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- Tus))>
...→ (by Corollary 46)
...< T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- Tt s))>
...→ (by induction hypothesis)
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...< T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- t′ s))>
...→ (by Corollary 46)
...< T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- u′ s))>
Now we prove the (⇐)-direction of Theorem 47.
Theorem 49. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), and
any terms t; t′ ∈T(X8),
T  t → t′ ⇐ UNIVERSAL′′  T  t → t′:
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 32, we will reason over the subset metaproofs of
proofs in UNIVERSAL′′ such that thm(metaproofs) contains only sequents of the form
< T, TE
s
, TR
s
, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>;
where T =(8; L; E; R) is a rewrite theory in MSC+, with 8=(; S), and t; t′ ∈T(X8).
The theorem will then be proved by showing the containment
thm(metaproofs) ⊆ {T  t → t′ |T ∈ MSC+ and T  t → t′}: (3)
To reason about the rewrite sequents that are theorems in metaproofs, we will look for a
particular expression 7 such that metaproofs47, which then gives us thm(metaproofs)
⊆ thm(7). Then, to establish the containment (3) proving the theorem, it will be enough
to prove that for any sequent
< T, TE
s
, TR
s
, (* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- t′s))>
in thm(7), it can be shown that T  t→ t ′, when T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with
8=(; S), and t; t′ ∈T(X8).
Remark 50. The theory UNIVERSAL′′ is top=strong coherent.
In what follows, U′′ abbreviates the theory UNIVERSAL′′, and U′′[ abbreviates the
theory UNIVERSAL′′[.
The following is a corollary of Remark 50 and Proposition 35.
Corollary 51. Let 71 = (U′′[!; (DEC′′ ∪ SEL′′ ∪ REPL′′))∗; U′′[!. Then, metaproofs4
71. Moreover, for any proof 3∈metaproofs, there is a proof 3′ ∈71, with {3}≡{3′},
such that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
The proofs of the following lemmas are analogous to the proof of Lemma 37.
Lemma 52. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), any
context C ∈C–(X8), any term t ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈ (U′′[!; (DEC′′ |
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{sel′′}))+; U′′[! if 41({3})= < T, TEs, TR si, ( TCc : (<- Tt sj))> for i; j¿0, then 42({3})=
< T, TEs, TRsi′ , (C′ c : (<- t′ sj′ ))> for i′; j′¿0, where
(1) C′ ∈C–(X8), t′ ∈T(X8), and C[t] =C′[t′], and,
(2) at least one of the following possibilities holds: C′ = –, or i′¿1, or j′¿1.
Lemma 53. For any rewrite theory T=(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), any con-
text C∈C–(X8), any term t∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈(U′′[!; (DEC′′|{sel-eq}))+;
U′′[! if 41({3})=< T, TEsi, TR s, ( TCc : (<- Tt sj))> for i; j¿0, then 42({3})= < T, TEsi′,
TR, (C′ c : (<- t′ sj′ ))> for i′; j′¿0, where
(1) C′∈C–(X8), t′∈T(X8), and C[t] =C′[t′], and,
(2) at least one of the following possibilities holds: C′ = –, or i′¿1, or j′¿1.
As a corollary of Lemmas 52 and 53 we can prove the following (see [7] for a
proof of a similar corollary):
Corollary 54. Let 72 = (U′′[! | (73 |7′3)+; U′′[!), where
73 = (U′′[!; (DEC′′ | {sel′′}))∗; U′′[!; {repl′′} and
7′3 = (U
′′[!; (DEC′′ | {sel-eq}))∗; U′′[!; {repl-eq}.
Then, for any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), any terms
t; t′ ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈71, if
41({3})= < T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- Tt s))>, and
42({3})= < T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- t′ s))>,
then 3∈72.
Thus, by Corollaries 51 and 54 we can prove the following:
Corollary 55. Let 7=(U′′[! | (73 |7′3); U′′[!)+). Then, metaproofs47. Moreover,
for any proof 3∈metaproofs, there is a proof 3′ ∈7, with {3}≡{3′}, such that
cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
Finally, by Corollary 55, to establish the containment (3) proving the theorem, it
is enough to prove that, for any T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), and any
terms t; t′ ∈T(X8), if the sequent
< T, TE
s
, TR
s
,(* .(<- Tts))>→ < T, TEs, TRs,(* .(<- Tt′s))>
is in thm(7), then T  t→ t′. This follows immediately from Propositions 56 and 57.
Proposition 56 is proved immediately by using the fact that
canU′′[(< T, TE
sh
, TR
si
, ( TC
c
:(<- Ttsj))>)
= < T, TE
sh
, TR
si
,( TC
c
.(<- Ttsj))>:
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The proof of Proposition 57 is analogous to the proof of Proposition 41. We need to
use Theorem 45 in several key steps of the proof.
Proposition 56. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S), any
term t ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈ U′′[!, such that 41({3})= < T, TEs, TRs,
(* .(<- Tt s))>, then 42({3})= < T, TEs, TRs; (* .(<- t′ s))>, where t′ is a term in T(X8)
such that T  t→ t′.
Proposition 57. For any rewrite theory T =(8; L; E; R) in MSC+, with 8=(; S),
any term t ∈T(X8), and any proof 3∈ ((73 |7′3); U′′[!)+, such that 41({3})= < T,
TEs, TRs, (* .(<- Tt s))>, then 42({3})= < T, TEs, TRs, (* .(<- t′ s))>, where t′ is a
term in T(X8) such that T  t→ t′.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 49.
Finally, by Theorems 48 and 49 we conclude the proof of Theorem 47.
7. Conclusion
In this work we have proposed a general notion of reective logic based on the
concept of a universal theory, and have shown that conditional rewriting logic, both
in its unsorted and many-sorted versions, is reective. The results for the many-sorted
case are the most general, both because they contain the unsorted case as a special
instance, and because they are formulated for all -nitely presented rewrite theories with
nonempty sorts.
The results presented here can be further generalized. It would for example be quite
interesting and useful to specify and prove correct a universal theory for the class
of -nitely presented rewrite theories whose equational theories are speci-cations in
membership equational logic [43]. Furthermore, such a universal theory could perform
rewriting modulo certain combinations of equational axioms, such as associativity, com-
mutativity, and identity.
The practical applications of reection mentioned in Section 1.3 should be further
advanced. In fact, there is a wealth of such applications waiting to be developed.
Finally, the logical and computational foundations of reection for general formal sys-
tems seems an important area in need of better theoretical foundations. We expect that
rewriting logic, because of its good properties as a logical and semantic framework,
may also be useful in developing such general foundations.
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Appendix A. Proofs of auxiliary lemmas
Proposition 20. For any top=strong coherent theory T =(; L; ∅; R[ unionmultiR) in USC, and
any proof 3 : t→ t′ in proofs(T ), such that:
(1) for any position p∈FPos(t)− {}; Head(t|p) =∈LHead(R), and
(2) canR[(t′)= t′,
there is an equivalent proof 3′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!, such that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
Proof. Notice that for any top=strong coherent theory T =(; L; ∅; R[ unionmultiR) in USC, and
any proof 3 : t→ t′ in proofs(T) that satis-es conditions (1) and (2), 3∈(R[ |R)∗;R[!.
Now we have to prove that there is an equivalent proof 3′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!, such that
cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
First, notice that any proof 3∈ (R[ |R)∗;R[! has the following form:
R[
∗
−→ R

−→ · · · R
[∗
−→ R

−→ R
[∗
−→ R
[!−→;
that is, 3 is a proof that results of the composition, using transitivity, of zero or more
proofs of the form (R[
∗
;R) with a proof of the form (R[
∗
;R[!).
For any theory T =(; L; ∅; R[ unionmultiR), and any proof 3 : t→ t′ in proofs(T ), let [3]R
denote the number of times that the rule of deduction (6) is applied in 3 using rewrite
rules in R.
We prove the result by induction on the conditional depth of 3.
• Base case. cdepth(3)= 0. We prove this case by induction on [3]R.
◦ [3]R =0, cdepth(3)= 0. Then, 3∈ (R[∗ ;R[!)=R[!⊆ (R[!;R)∗;R[!.
◦ Suppose that the proposition holds for [3]R = n, cdepth(3)= 0. For [3]R = n + 1,
cdepth(3)= 0, the following diagram shows that there exists a proof 3′ ∈ (R[!;
R)∗;R[!, such that {3}≡{3′} and cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′). The proof 3 : t→ t′ is
represented by a solid arrow, and the proof 3′ : t→ t′ is represented by a dotted
arrow.
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Let r : l(x1; : : : ; xn)→ s(x1; : : : ; xn) be the rule in R that is applied to tn+1. (Notice
that r must be unconditional, given that cdepth(3)= 0.) Since r is applied at the
top, tn+1 = l(x1 →w1; : : : ; xn →wn) and t′n+1 = s(x1 →w1; : : : ; xn →wn). Notice that,
by condition (6) in De-nition 18,
canR[(tn+1) = l(x1 → canR[(w1); : : : ; xn → canR[(wn));
and that, by induction hypothesis, there is a proof : : t→ canR[(tn+1), such that
:∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!. Then, for
t′′ = s(x1 → canR[(w1); : : : ; xn → canR[(wn));
we have that canR[(tn+1)
R−→ t′′ and t′n+1 R
[∗
−→ t′′. Finally, by conuence of R[, we
can prove that t′= canR[(t′n+1)= canR[(t
′′). Therefore, {3}≡{3′}. The additional
requirement that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′) is a trivial consequence of the way in
which we have constructed the proof 3′, using the induction hypothesis and the
fact that R[ is a set of unconditional rules.
• Induction step. Suppose that for any proof 3 : t→ t′ ∈ (R[ |R)∗;R[!, with cdepth(3)
¡h, that satis-es conditions (1) and (2), there is a proof 3′ : t→ t′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!,
such that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′). Then we prove that the proposition also holds for
any proof 3 : t→ t′ ∈ (R[ |R)∗;R[!, with cdepth(3)= h, that satis-es conditions (1)
and (2). We prove this result by induction on [3]R. (Notice that, since h¿1; 3 must
include at least one application of a conditional rule.)
◦ [3]R =1; cdepth(3)= h. We use the following diagram to show that there ex-
ists a proof 3′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!, such that {3}≡{3′} and cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′).
The proof 3 : t→ t′ is represented by a solid arrow, and the proof 3′ : t→ t′ is
represented by a dotted arrow.
Let r : l(˜x)→ s(˜x) if u1(˜x)→ v1(˜x)∧ · · · ∧ uk (˜x)→ vk (˜x) be the rule in R that is
applied. (Notice that r must be conditional, given that cdepth(3)¿1.) Since r
is applied at the top, there is a substitution (=(x1 →w1; : : : ; xn →wn), such that
t1 = l( and t′1 = s(.
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Notice that, for any position p∈FPos(t1) − {}, Head(t1|p) =∈LHead(R).
(This is an immediate consequence of the de-nition of the class of theories USC,
conditions (3) and (4) in De-nition 18, and assumption (1) in this Proposition.)
Thus, for any term wi in the substitution ( and any position p∈FPos(wi);
Head(wi|p) =∈LHead(R). Therefore, given condition (5) in De-nition 18, for
any position p∈FPos(ui()− {};Head(ui(|p) =∈LHead(R).
Let canR[(()= (x1 → canR[(w1); : : : ; xn → canR[(wn)). Notice that, by condition
(6) in De-nition 18, canR[(t1)= l(canR[(()). Moreover, by conuence of R[;
canR[(t)= canR[(t1).
Then, for t′′= s(canR[(()), by Lemma 21 below, we have canR[(t)
R−→ t′′ and
t′1
R[
∗
−→ t′′. Finally, by conuence of R[, we can prove that t′= canR[(t′1)= canR[(t′′).
Therefore, {3}≡{3′}. The additional requirement that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′) is a
consequence of the way in which we have constructed the proof 3′ (in particular,
Lemma 21), and the fact that R[ is a set of unconditional rules.
◦ Suppose that the proposition holds for any proof 3 such that cdepth(3)¡h; and
suppose that the proposition also holds for any proof 3 such that [3]R¡m, and
cdepth(3)= h. Note that any proof 3 : t→ t′, cdepth(3)= h, such that [3]R =m, is
the composition, by transitivity, of m proofs 3i : ti→ t′i ∈ (R[
∗
;R) with a proof in
R[!. Notice that any proof 3i : ti→ t′i , for i=1; : : : ; m, satis-es assumption (1) in
this proposition. The following diagram shows that there exists an equivalent proof
3′, with {3}≡{3′}, such that cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′). The proof 3 is represented
by a solid arrow, and the proof 3′ is represented by a dotted arrow.
The proof 3 is the composition using transitivity of a proof 0 : t→ l(, a proof
5(r; ;; (; [:1; : : : ; :k ]) : l(→ s(, and a proof < : s(→ t′. Notice that, by condition
(6) in De-nition 18, canR[(l()= l(canR[(()). Thus, by the induction hypothesis,
there is a proof 0′ : t→ l(canR[(), 0′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!, and such that
cdepth(0′) = cdepth(0; 01) = cdepth(0);
where 01 : l(→ l(canR[(). Also, by Lemma 21 below, we know that there is a
proof 5(r; ;; canR[((); [:′1; : : : ; :
′
k ]) : l(canR[(())→ s(canR[(()), such that
cdepth(5(r; ;; (; [:1; : : : ; :k ])) = cdepth(5(r; ;; canR[((); [:
′
1; : : : ; :
′
k ])):
Using again the induction hypothesis, we can prove that there is a proof <′ :s(→ t′,
<′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!. such that cdepth(<′)= cdepth(<). Finally, by conuence of
R[ and the fact that the rules in R[ are unconditional, we know that there is
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a proof <′′ : s(canR[(()→ t′, <′′ ∈R[!; (R[!;R)∗;R[! = (R[!;R)∗;R[!, such that
cdepth(<′′)= cdepth(<′)= cdepth(<). Thus, there is a proof
3′ = (0′; 5(r; ;; canR[((); [:
′
1; : : : ; :
′
k ]); <
′′);
such that 3′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!; {3}≡{3′}, and cdepth(3)= cdepth(3′). Therefore,
the proposition holds.
Lemma 21. Let T =(; ∅; R[ unionmultiR) be a top=strong coherent theory in USC. Let r : l(˜x)
→ s(˜x) if u1(˜x)→ v1(˜x)∧ · · · ∧ uk (˜x)→ vk (˜x) be a rule in R. Let ( be a substitu-
tion, such that for any position p∈FPos(ui()−{};Head(ui(|p) =∈LHead(R), for
i=1; : : : ; k. Let 5(r; ;; (; [:1; : : : ; :k ]) : l(→ s( be a proof in T. Finally, let us assume
that for any proof < : t→ t′ such that:
(1) cdepth(<)¡cdepth(5(r; ;; (; [:1; : : : ; :k ])),
(2) for any position p∈FPos(t)− {}, Head(t|p) =∈LHead(R), and
(3) canR[(t′)= t′,
there is an equivalent proof <′ ∈ (R[!;R)∗;R[!, such that cdepth(<)= cdepth(<′).
Then, there is a proof
5(r; ;; canR[((); [:
′
1; : : : ; :
′
k ])) : l(canR[(())→ s(canR[(())
in T, such that
cdepth(5(r; ;; (; [:1; : : : ; :k ])) = cdepth(5(r; ;; canR[((); [:
′
1; : : : ; :
′
k ])):
Proof. We show that for any proof :i : ui(→ vi(, there is a proof :′i : ui(canR[(())→
vi(canR[(()), such that cdepth(:i)= cdepth(:′i), for i=1; : : : ; k. First, notice that :i ∈
(R[ |R)∗. Then, the following diagram shows that there exists a proof :′i : ui(canR[()→
vi(canR[(), such that cdepth(:i)= cdepth(:′i). The proof :i is represented by a solid
arrow, and the proof :′i is represented by a dotted arrow.
Notice that, by condition (7) in De-nition 18, canR[(vi()= vi(canR[(). Thus, there is
a proof < : ui(→ vi(canR[(), such that:
(1) cdepth(<)¡cdepth(5(r; ;; (; [:1; : : : ; :k ]))
(2) for any position p∈FPos(ui()− {}, Head(ui(|p) =∈LHead(R), and
(3) canR[(vi(canR[())= vi(canR[() (by condition (7) in De-nition 18).
Thus, there is an equivalent proof <′ : ui(→ vi(canR[(),
<′ ∈ R[!; (R[!;R)∗;R[! = (R[!;R)∗;R[!;
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such that cdepth(<)= cdepth(<′). Finally, by conuence of R[ and the fact that the rules
in R[ are unconditional, we can prove that there is a proof :′i : ui(canR[()→ vi(canR[(),
such that cdepth(:i)= cdepth(:′i).
Theorem 45. For any equational theory T =(8; E) in MSC-EQ, with 8=(; S), and
any terms t; t′ ∈T(X8),
T  t = t′ ⇔ UNIVERSAL′′  T  t = t′:
Proof. The (⇒)-direction can be proved by structural induction on equational logic
proofs, analogously to the proof of Theorem 31. Recall that the rules of deduction
of equational logic are entirely similar to the rules of rewriting logic, except that the
replacement rule can apply an equation in either direction. For this reason we included
in UNIVERSAL′′ the rules repl-eq.
The proof of the (⇐)-direction is analogous to the proof of Theorem 32. Note
that UNIVERSAL′′ is top=strong coherent and that the subset metaproofs of proofs in
UNIVERSAL′′ such that thm(metaproofs) contains only sequents of the interesting form
can be characterized by an expression with similar properties than the corresponding
expression for the theory UNIVERSAL′.
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